Playground Reminders

**Playground Equipment**

The playground equipment is solely for the use of our children during the school day. Please ensure that younger children and older siblings refrain from using this at the end of the school day when the teachers are trying to dismiss the children.

**Bikes and Scooters**

All bikes and scooters must be dismounted when entering the school gates. **No bikes or scooters should be ridden on the playground or along the pathway.** We obviously have very young children and their families on the site and I would hope that as a community we would wish for everyone to be safe.

**Dogs**

Dogs are not allowed on the school premises (except guide dogs). This is to ensure the safety of our young children. Dogs can become rather excited when there is a lot of noise and movement and therefore please refrain from bringing dogs onto the school site.

**No Smoking**

Smoking or vaping is not permitted on the school premises at any time.

**End of Day – Year 1 and Year 2 (front playground)**

When collecting your child/ren at the end of the school day, please locate your child’s class number painted on the playground and stand behind the blue painted line directly in front of it. We appreciate that this line is a little faded at the moment but we will be getting this repainted in the next couple of weeks. The class teacher and teaching assistant will then line the children up before dismissing them to a known adult.

**End of Day – Reception (back playground)**

When collecting the Reception children from the playground, please ensure that you keep the main pathway clear at all times and stand at the far end of the playground by the fence and the class teachers will bring your child out to meet you.

Thank you for your continued support.